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2 Tristan likes to play with trucks.



3Tristan likes to play with  
trucks in the grass.



4 “I can make a track for my trucks.”



5“I can make a track with  
sticks and rocks.”



6 Tristan picks up sticks.



7He puts the sticks in a stack.



8 Tristan picks up rocks.



9He puts the rocks in a stack.



10 Tristan makes his trucks a track.



11He makes a track with  
sticks and rocks.



12 Tristan puts his trucks on the track.



13“I like this track for my trucks.”
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Tristan likes to play with trucks.
Tristan likes to play with trucks in the grass.
“I can make a track for my trucks.”
“I can make a track with sticks and rocks.”
Tristan picks up sticks.
He puts the sticks in a stack.
Tristan picks up rocks.
He puts the rocks in a stack.
Tristan makes his trucks a track.
He makes a track with sticks and rocks.
Tristan puts his trucks on the track.
“I like this track for my trucks.”
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